
NORDEN PALACE HOTEL

norden palace hotel

The 3* Norden Palace Hotel is only a 
short 5/10 minute walk away from the 
town centre, with its many attractions. 
It is only an 8 minute coach ride to the 
Pila gondola. 

The hotel has a large, comfortable bar, which 
is a great spot for staff to unwind in the 
evening to talk over the day’s exploits on the 
snow! 

Rooms are mostly for 3 or 4 (some with bunk 
beds) and all have private facilities, satellite 
TV, telephone, safe, radio and hairdryer. 
The hotel has two meeting rooms, an inviting 
restaurant and two lifts. 

We can accommodate 49 passengers in the 
hotel.

hotel facilities
›   Meeting room

›   Hotel safe

›   Free Wi-fi

›   Only 8 minutes by coach to ski hire

Corso Battaglione 30, 11100 Aosta, Italy
T:  +39 0165 236068
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meal times
Breakfast is served from 07:00 until 10:00.
Evening meals are served between 19:30 and 
22:00.
The hotelier is flexible over meal times and these 
can be arranged to suit your group.

is there a Meeting room?
Yes, groups can meet in the bar where there is a 
TV and DVD player. 

does the hotel have 24 hour access?
Yes, the hotel has 24hr access with a night porter.

does the hotel have a safe?
Yes and there is a safe in each bedroom.

what facilities are in the bedrooms?
All bedrooms feature TVs, phones, hairdryers and 
private facilities. 

how are bedrooms accessed?
Rooms are accessed using a traditional key.

does the hotel charge for  
any facilities?
Free Wi-fi is available throughout the hotel. 
A damage/breakage deposit of €5 per person 
is payable to the hotel on arrival. This is fully 
refundable at the end of your stay providing no 
damage has occurred.

do any bedrooms have balconies?
No, none of the bedrooms have balconies. 

what amenities are there locally?
There is an ATM, mini-market and pharmacy within 
a short walk of the hotel.

what is the journey time from the 
hotel to the cable car?
It takes approximately 8 minutes by coach to 
reach the Aosta ski hire.
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“Hotel accommodation and food is always of a high standard ”

“ Excellent staff 
who were very 
accommodating to our 

party”

“The hotel was lovely, 

clean and good food ”


